
Mh 10A Another above grade MH conduit, has a 4 foot opening with a steel cover.  The Mh is at the east 
end of the back yard of Kautz Lot 54, approx. 170 ft. behind its curb on Silver Springs Road.  The water in this 
Mh was flowing lightly [dropped approx. 60” from the April 4, 2020 inspection of 82”] and was at a low level 
at the inlet and outlet pipes.  A low level surprise for this time of year.  The inlet to this MH is from MH 11A 
is minimal.  Outlet is into MH 8A. The ProPipe water jet was not used at this location.    
 

                 
 
This conduit is subject to,  without overflow, water level fluctuation in the Spring, for this reason we 
designate it as  ACTIVE. 

 

 
Mh 11A  on Lot 25, Paulus, Meadows Connection. This Mh has a recent 2 foot opening with a green plastic 
cover.   The water at this Mh was flowing lightly and was at a low level at the inlet and outlet pipes.  The inlet 
to this mh is from mh 12A an buried manhole on Lot 22.  Alliance Engineering:  “Found steel lid in a low spot 
in the landscape area below grass cover.  8.5’ behind curb/gutter; sewer mh 22.1 feet; from mailbox 43.9 
feet.  Low level activity manhole.  Recommend not to clean out this Mh. Intervals  minimum of five year 
inspections.   If clogging builds up it will be a benefit to the problem areas, Mh 8A, 9A.      Inactive. 

   
Steel  
 
 
 

 
During inspections there is very little water activity, less than 6”, less than half the diameter of the tubes. 
 
 



 
Mh 12A   Lot 22. Jenson on Meadows Connection.   Alliance Engineering:  “Found steel lid in landscape 
area 22+ inches from curb.  8.5 feet behind curb/gutter.  20.7 feet from mailbox.  3 feet to electric box.”   
Buried beneath a berm.    Inactive.   

   
 

 

 
Mh 13A  Lot 17 Mehregan on  Meadows Connection, an upper elevation lot. Next to Parcel “V” and Water 
Channel “Q”.   Alliance Engineering: “Did not find manhole.  Found buried t-post…. 7.6 ft. from curb/ gutter;  
19.6 feet from mailbox.”   Buried and  Inactive.   

                   
Parcel “V” on left (west) side of small conical evergreens.  
                                    

                                              
 
 



 
Mh 14A  West of water channel Parcel Q;  at intersection 
of Silver Springs Drive and Silver Springs Road, along the south  
curb area of the Master Association Park property.  Alliance 
Engineering:  “Found steel  lid in landscape rocks at 12 inch 
depth, East 26.1 feet from street signs and stop sign; five feet 
behind curb/ gutter;  39’ from sewer Mh” .  Either Alliance 
Engineering made a description error on their 2014 UD report 
or they made an error on the map placement of the Mh 14A 
location.  In either case 14A is Inactive.   The Master 
Association has added additional landscape rocks on the area 
shown on the left side photo.          

 
Photo above right  shows easement at Lot 37 (Bailey) where the Alliance Engineering 2014 map and former 
UD Committee members report is the Mh14A location.  Buried and  Inactive. 

Mh 15A  Lot 39. Heinz.  Green steel lid exposed in 2014. Landscape bark covers the lid, and usually a 
round stone above center of lid; west of spruce tree, 11’ up from the curb. The outlet to this MH is east, 
downhill to MH 16A (Silver Springs Road near Lake Front Ct.), then to mh9A, on down.  In the west direction, 
Mh 14A resides at the street sign at the Park. The A.E’s UD map and location description are different.  It is 
unlikely the UD line traverses under the Parcel Q water channel. UD’s reducing water flow is suspected of 
creating property damage to lots 38 & 39 as it takes away the ground water needed by the mature trees.  
The dribble of water flowing through mh15A is under 6” height, little reason for an annual inspection and 
clean-out. The troubled central SSSF Mhs 6A, 8A, 9A, and 10A would benefit by restricting flow from Mh 
15A. We recommend not to clean out this Mh, inspections at five year intervals subject to drought 
conditions. There is evidence Pro-Pipe has damaged the plastic tubes in this and other Mhs by the use of 
their nozzles, hoses, and cameras. 

                
Pro-Pipe inspecting Mh 15A. Clogged is good news.  Interior of conduit shows low water level input & outlet. 
 


